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Abstract: There has been various eperience of PGI system installation in urban areas in

d*-J"pa countries. However, there ii few consideration in relation to searching beiaviottl

io 
""uiirH" 

car parks based on observation survey, althgl$ decrease of such additional

;rrffi;i one ofihe*portu"t roles of the PGI system. The purpo*:of this study is to

O""irVthe driver's searching behaviour in ordei to evaluate the effects of PGI system

introduction.

l.INTRODUCTION

parking managsrnent system consists of several tactics such as enforoernent of regglation,

*r,t-io1p#6"g fA;, ,"rr*..*t of parking operations, and introduction of parking

ilil; ;d infirmat'ionipCf) system. Among these- tactics,. PGI system has.a

i"t'Uifity to play ".or"ii"pott-i 
rolc to amendihe-parkingenvirortment, becagse the

l,r[,n *iff Ui iritegrated in ihe near future as one of the parts of intelligent transport

system (ITS).

Despiteanumberof PGIsystems.currently inoler-atio",.1ho:havebeenfewlepo-rt$
ttrai"r-*tfi"ing their effects ana driver reaciions. Tsukaguctri a$ tu{rg (1989) analyzed the

;ii;; oipio"fir. of puting information on Osaka CBO before the introduction of the

pci.yr1.ir, *hen the iilio.rnilon was glyel bv written Tutoi{t ts PGI slltery lave
6on introAucea into a tot of cities nr.tty in iapan tn thest-q.ysi.Tsukaguchi 1rr9- ]1t1t.g

if Stg), filpson (199i)6 tidzet ql. (19.9.5), Asaliura et al. (1995),Thompsonzrc/. (1995),

Muromachi ei at. (lgss),'*a rr*"d,,chi et al. (1996) studied the eflbcts of PGI system'

riigxiiiit. (199i) rtuai"a iearctrin!uetraviour,'however, the analysis was not based on a

ruti"y to find out driver's practical searching behaviour'

In ganeral, drivers would choose a car park considering the factors which include:

1) distance from a car park to a destination;

2) parking fee;
3) congestion ofa car Park,
4) structure of a car Park; and

5) road congestion to a car Park'
idtf,.y *oiA obtain suffrci.fnt informarion for their decision ma\rng }lowever' drivers do

noi t'"u. correct information at least on the factors 3) and 5) which 
-changp 

eYery- momgnt

u^J on traffic and prrr.i"g demand, when there is no parking.gldatt"" and information

svstem available to tnem.- itretefoti, some drivers have to look for other car parks {9r
iil;-i;;'r*"n"a-ln"ir most preferred car park which was occupied at that time. This
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situation not only compels them to make additional trips, but also makes traffic congestion
severer.

One of the objectives of PGI systems is to reduce such unnecessary wandering behaviour of
drivers to look for available car parks. An analysis on characteristics of drivels wandering
behaviour to search available car parks may provide one of useful measures to assess the
effect of installafion of PGI systems.

The objectives ofthe study include:
1) to make clear how many searching trips exist when a PGI system does not operate and

how many searching trips can be decreased by installation of a PGI system; and
2) based on the above analysis, to assess the effect of installation of PGI systems.

2. METHOIX)I.,(rcY

2.1Definition of Driver's Searching Behaviour

Surveys conducted before and after installation of a PGI system make it possible to
understand drivers' searching behaviour to available car parks. The survey iterns to drivers
are as follows:
(a) a route which a driver used from an entrance point of the study area shown on a map

delivered to subjects, to a car park where he/she parked in practice;
(b) time when the driver reached the practically used car park, and time when the driver

dropped in another car park which could not be used, ifthat existed; and
(c) reasons the driver chose the most prefened car park, and those the &iver changed hiVher

parking location, ifthe behaiviour existed.
In addition to these, in order to know operating condition of all car parks participated in the
PGI system at any time of the survey day, the following two surveys are performed:
(d) waiting time and queue length observation in front of car parks; and
(e) an analysis ofparking cards that drivers used when paying parking fee.

Ganerally, based on these surveys, drivers' parking location choice patterns can be classified
into the following three categories:
Category I The most preferred car park is chosen without any wandering which includes

the case with or without waiting for entering into the car park;
Category 2 The most preferred car park is abandoned before a driver reaches there, mainly

because ofthe severe road traffic congestion; and
Category 3 After once reachingthe most prefened car park, he/she changes to another car

park because the most preferred one is occupied.

Strictly speaking Category 3 and a part of Category 2 include searching behaviour to
available car parks, however, since it is difficult to distinguish wandering behaviour in
Category 2, this paper focuses on the Category 3 at the following sections.

2.2Data Collection

A series of surveys have been performed in the central area of Ibaraki City located in the
northern part of Osaka Prefecture, Japan, where a PGI system has been implananted. The
operating area of the PGI sy stem is found in Figure l. Drivers who used the car parks
included in the PGI system were asked to answer the questions in relation to the items (a),
(b), and (c) described in section 2.1.ln addition to these, observation surveys related to the
items (d) and (e) in section 2. I have been conducted at the same time. The first wave of the
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survey was done in May 1994 to investigate the condition before implementation' and the

second wave of tfre suriiy-was done in F*ruary 1995 to investigate the condition after

iff#;;;t;. iil";bj*t, in tf," second ** iu"t" chosen fromiespondents in the f,st

wave and pr.po*o.y""ild'p#"*,Ji" f gqz. The effective sample size of the two

waves are t0OOana 1056 respectively'
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Figure 1. AreaofIbarakiPGI system

3. CHARACTERISTICS OF SEARCHING BEHAVIOUR

3.1 Outline of Ibaraki PGISYstem

The Ibaraki PGI system has been pre-installed in June 1994 and it^has been eryanded in

December 1994. rrr" "rri"utliii;td 
i" the sYstem are six municipal car parks and. one

car park mana*d UV prinui" rr"tot. Tf,e parkine fees are the same for all municipal car

parks, e.g 100 yen po iO *i"rto at that time. Sfice the capacity of the car park managed

by private s@tor |s ,malt if,t .tud.V. focyg on G municipal cT p_arks in the following

chaoter. There are rro.iil-?nv citia wfricfr havePGI syste-s jli'p*' Among these

;6i:;"'#,iilrki if-cffiJ# i. "."a1u*.ir" 
on" in ierms of the bperational area and

number of signboards. 
-iil-fuiltyst-em 

^is 
composed..of 6 map type detailed sigrboards

which inform drivers of *nOiiioni of a few sur'roundinq car.parlis-and 1l area-wide but

;ffii;G;"rai. rt 
" 

io""tiont of signboards are also found in Figure l'
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3.2 Characteristics of Searching Behaviour

3.2.1 Procedures to ldentify Searching Behaviour

9^{_9n the survey described in chapter 2, this study identifies the searchingbehaviour by
the following steps include:
Step 1: Based on the suwey items (a), drivers who have possibility to be included in

Category 3 are identified.
Step 2: Amongthese drivers, ifthey have eitherof the followingcharacteristics, then they

are classified into Category 3.
(l) the reason why they have changed car parks is "the most preferred car park was

occupied",
(2) even ifthey do not point out "occupied" for the reason, the result ofsurvey item (d)

indicates that a car park was "occupied" at the time when the driver reached the car
Park.

3.2.2 Difference of Searching Behaviour before and after RGI System Instellation

The searchrng trips obtained through the above procedure are found in Figures 2 and 3 for
before and after implementation respectively. Based on the two figures, iates of searching
behaviour are summarized in Table l.

Table l. Percentages of wanderings before and after PGI implementation(o/o)

Total

JR4imae

Chuo-koen

Note: Observed trips are shown within parenthesis

Findings in Table I include:
(l) The percentaBe of wandering trips beforethe PGI system implementation is 5.1 o/o,

whereas that decreases to 2.5 o/o after the implementation. Comparison between the
percentagps of searching trips before and after the implementation makes clear that the
system has an important role to decrease such behaviour.

(2) Therrandering trips in holidays are larger than those in working days before PGI system
implementation, while their percentages are all most the same after implementati-on of
the system.

(3) Companng the six car parks, the percent4ge of searching behaviour in JR Kita is largu
than other car parks. That may be because that this relatively small car park is located in
a inconvenient place, and so the car park is likely to be the second choice when more
convenient car parks are occupied.

3.2.3 Attributes of Wandering Drivers

]hjq slud_y investigates the attnbutes of drivers who are likely to do wandering behaviour.
Table 2 shows that the characteristics of the drivers. First, female drivers are more likely to
wander than male drivers. The feature is very clear in holidays before the PGI syitem
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Available Car Parks
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Figure 2. Searching Trip Patterns before PGI Implementation
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JR Ibaraki
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Figure 3. Searching Trip Pattems after PGI Implementation
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imolementation. If we consider subject's occupation, it can be seen that the percentap of
ililffiffi;';;;;;6; b.1]; the implementation is larp, comparing with..the

p"*"rt"g" ir1"t"f trips. " j"I*AV, 
^ 

to.age,the agebragket of 30s.years old is more likely

to wander than other u*, tiot"tt fi"lf"re the-i;ph;entation. Thirdly, after installation of

itg.,r;;n, ,rct 
"trarict"risii.r 

OocriU"a above cannot be seen. Therefore, the Ibaraki

i6i;G; seems to have been more effective to these drivers described above'

Table 2. Percentages of sex and age of wandering drivers

before and after implementation (%)

4. SIMULATION APPROACHTO ESTIMATE SEARCHING BEHAVIOI]R

4.1 Objectives of Simulation Approach

A simulation model including parking location choice sub-models and car park performance

sub-models is devebpoi*Tf. prtp"se of the simulation aPpropl is to make sure of the

mechanism of searchingbehour* ftL. a viewpoint of providing information on congestion

ofcar parks.

First, parking location choice models have been developed. The.parking location choice

*JiJa*"r""pa in thilttrdv 1;"* .ol H-ankvu llariti.qna C,h":: Koen areas where

Hankyu-nishiguchi, Hanky-"-[igttig."lri, Hanlcyu-kitaguchi, and Chuo-koen car parks'
-Sn;ifi"prt"irg f.* 

"f 
t'L" *"p*ft arethe same, eplanatory.variables are the distances

from a car park ,o " 
ioiinfiJrt 

".g 
walkingdistan'ce and distance from,a.previously

mentioned entran@ poini of tne study-area to a-car park, and.available car n-ar-!1nf9yatiolt

in the case of model A) or waiting time to enter a car park in the casg of model B)' Altemative

;;;t" fr; *"Jo. O,;iruti;i" t*o or three for a destination in the case of the above

mentioned are4 and also routes from the entrance.point to the specific c{ parks ar-e limited

to a few, the study *g".ar u p"iioiu 
"*p"tf.-^nd 

tt 
" 

route to the car park as an altemative

;; ;;:Si*1frc..,nt fJgtt,o*i* are developed for the seven entrance points'

Secondly a simulation model, which cons-ists of above mentioned parking location :ltoiT
sub-models and car p*I;;tfd;; sub-models, makes it possible to estimate driver's

searchingbehaviour. ur.!r-"Lt"ur available car ParS. rnformation in the case of model A)

ffi; ffit,,C time infoinli-ion i, G *" of model B). As- to determination of searching

and waitingbehaviour,;il;;ty uto tii" maximum waitinglen$h in front of the car parks

Sex Weekday Holiday Total

before after befiDre after before aft€r

Male 52.9 54.2 50.0 73.9 50.9 638

Female 47.r 45.8 50.0 26.1 49.1 36.2

Total 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0

fue Weekday Holiday Total

before after be,fore after bdore after

under 20 0.0 0.0 2.8 0.0 1.9 0.0

20-30 17.6 8.3 222 34.8 20.8 2t.3

30-40 41.2 33.3 33.3 21.7 3 5.8 27.7

40-50 I 1.8 29.2 30.6 17.4 245 23.4

50-60 17.6 20.8 l1.l 26.1 13.2 23.4

over 60 I1.8 8.3 0.0 0.0 3.8 4.3

Total 100.0 100 0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0
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provided by the survey item (d) described in section 2.1. The outline of the simulation model
developed for the above purpose is found in Figure 4.

4.2 Searching Behaiviour Estimated by Simulation Analysis

The simulation model estimates that the percentage of wandering trips is 7 .7 Yo for model A)
and4.4o/o in the case of model B) after thePGI system implementation. And also when
drivers obtained no information on the congestion of car parks, the wandering percentap is
15.0 % in the simulation analysis. The rates are larger than the values obtained based on the
survey. It can be suggested that there are searching trips in practice classified into category
B that are not considered in chapter 3. In addition to this, other factors orcept for
congestion ofcar parks such as easiness to enter therq road congestion in the way to them
may affect parking location choice behaviour, which are not considered directly in this
study.

Figure 4. Conceptual diagram of the simulation approach

5. CONCLUSION

This paper has described searching behaviour to available car parks before and after PGI
system installation.

The route analysis of drivers who used the car parks included in the Ibaraki PGI system
clarifies that the percentage ofthe searching behaviour is about 5 % before introduction of
the PGI system, and the rate decreases by one half after introducing the PGI system.

Consideration based on observation survey and simulation approach indicate that provision
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of car pa* informarion has a sigificant role to decrease the percentage of searching

behaviour.
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